WALK

ELHAM

WOODS & CHALK MEADOW

This undemanding and picturesque walk takes in
valleys, pasture, Beech woodland and chalk downs,
with, subject to the time of year, fields of wild garlic,
bluebells and rare orchids on the Park gate Down SSSI.
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5.1m 2.5 hrs moderate
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WOODS & CHALK MEADOW
DIRECTIONS
(ROUTE RUNS CLOCKWISE)

FP - Footpath
TR - Turn right
KG - Kissing gate TL - Turn left

1. Head west from The Square up St Mary’s
Road, cross over the High Street and walk
uphill with the Abbot’s Fireside on your
right. At the T junction TL onto The Row,
then right up Cullens Hill.
2. At top of hill take the FP directly ahead,
through gate and down the steps. Follow
diagonal FP to left corner of field to join
a steep, chalk track uphill through trees
to the road. TR then after 40m TL onto
FP through KG, continuing on through
another KG. Keeping the hedge on your
left pass through KG passing a large oak
tree on the right. Continue with the hedge
line now on your right. Pass through two
more gates to reach the Byway.
3. TR and follow the Byway for 1km+ to the
road. TL to follow the road, and at the
bottom of the valley TR though KG into
Park Gate Down. The Down is a Site of
Special Scientific Interest with abundant
orchids in the summer and often rare
livestock breeds (keep dogs on lead
please). Cross the Down via two gates to
reach the woods at the far end. Enter the
woods and follow the path to the right
which then swings to the left and after
650m meets a lane.
4. TR and after 300m turn sharp right at
the FP waymark sign (if you reach a road
junction you’ve gone too far), and follow
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sets of steps uphill through the woods.
Bear left around large beech tree and
ahead up more steps. At the top of the
rise at the fence line TR and follow path
along fence. At the end of the wood
follow the FP straight ahead through field.
At the other side of the field, bear left and
follow the field edge with the hedgerow
on your right to reach the road. Double
metal gate (watch your fingers!). Continue
straight along the road passing triangular
green, Little Gate House on your left, and
then Park Gate House (former residence
of Anthony Eden) on your right.
5. Where the road bears left and downhill
take the FP on the right through a KG,
into field. The path runs downhill with
long views across the valley toward Elham.
Follow waymark arrows down to the KG
in the corner of the field. TR onto the
lane and continue along Park Lane to T
junction at the entrance to the village. TR
and cross road onto pavement where safe
to do so (TAKE CARE, this is a busy main
road). Continue down Elham High Street
eventually turning left after the Rose &
Crown pub, and back to The Square.
•

We hope you have enjoyed your walk. We
endeavour to maintain our rights of way –
if you have encountered any problems or
errors in the route we would be pleased
to hear from you.
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